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When I became the Owner & CEO of Baskits 5 years ago, I realized a lifelong dream of owning and operating my 
own business. Since then, I have applied every part of my background to build the company: my business degrees 
from Queen’s and Harvard, my years on Bay Street in investment banking and private equity, and the many 
wonderful relationships I have shared, particularly as a daughter, sister and mother. Today, I am enormously proud 
of the company and team we have built. Baskits makes gifting easy and impactful with a dedication to sourcing 
top quality products and to providing the absolute highest level of service.  Our deep commitment to exceeding the 
expectations of our customers drives everything we do. I am so excited to see what the next five years and beyond 
hold for Baskits. Thank you all for your incredible support!

WHAT'S INSIDE

GOURMET BIRTHDAY

FOR HIMHOLIDAY

KIDS

HOUSE WARMING

FOR HER BABY CELEBRATION

The finest gifts
made for sharing

For the young at heart,  
to make their day!

Thoughtful gifts for
every type of man

Your guide to festive
holiday gifting

Shopping for kids
is now easier!

Beautiful gifts to welcome 
them to their new home

Gifts that are both  
elegant and unique

High quality items from 
around the world

SINCERELY, 

For weddings, condolences, 
and so much more
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HELLO and WELCOME!
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Robin M. Kovitz
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GOURMET COLLECTION

CELEBRATION

Each year, we scour the globe in search of the finest items to fill our Gourmet Collection, which is made 

for sharing. Whether with clients, prospects, employees, colleagues, family or friends, our gifts include 

something for everyone. Gift the excitement of receiving a baskit and exploring what’s inside.

TRIBECA - $350

Smaller version available  
BALMORAL - $250

GOURMETcollection
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GOURMET COLLECTION

RICHMOND - $45 CHAMPLAIN S - $55 CHAMPLAIN M - $80 CHAMPLAIN L - $115

CHAMPLAIN XL - $150

Our popular Champlain assortment contains a mix of both sweet & salty gifts, including gourmet chocolate bars and truffles, 

Belgian chocolate covered cookies, cookies from Canada’s finest brands (Cookie It Up and Mary Macleod’s),  hand-roasted peanut 

brittle, sea salted crisps and more – all beautifully displayed in a keepsake metal or on-trend patterned paper container.

SWEETand SALTY
PERFECT FOR SHARING WITH AN OFFICE OR GROUP
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GOURMET COLLECTION

Our savoury collection is filled to the 

brim with premium gourmet gifts, from 

brie cheese and hand-roasted mixed 

nuts to the finest coffee and smoked 

salmon. These stunning, hand-woven 

rattan baskets are designed by us 

in Canada and manufactured by our 

sustainable partners in Indonesia.

LOOKING FOR
SOMETHING
MORE SAVOURY
THAN SWEET?

SA
V

O
U

R
Y

FOREST HILL - $135 

STRATFORD - $50

UNIVERSITY - $200 

AVENUE - $75

We love crackers 

and preserves by 

Les Minettes, a 

brand owned by 

two sisters based in 

Boisbriand, Quebec.

BRAND  
SPOTLIGHT:
LES MINETTES
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GOURMET COLLECTION

Ontario-based 

winery located in 

Canada’s warmest 

and southernmost 

appelation, Pelee Island 

Winery has a latitude 

similar to Rioja, Spain.

BRAND  
SPOTLIGHT:

NOT TOO SWEET WITH  
WHITE WINE - $165

ALSO AVAILABLE IN RED
GTA  ONLYPELEE ISLAND

COLLINGWOOD - $400
Also available in a Holiday version. 
Visit Baskits.com for details.

Canada’s Leading Gift 

Service Company for  

over 35 years!

BASKITS
only at

Designed by us in Canada 

and manufactured by our 

partner factory in Mongolia 

from the finest materials 

using a centuries-old 

process.

100% PURE  
CASHMERE 
BLANKET 
Size:  40" X 60"

We Proudly Support
CANADIAN COMPANIES
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GOURMET COLLECTION

We travel the world in search of the most decadent and luxurious gifts to fill our baskits and proudly support fine 

Canadian companies from coast to coast. Our suppliers are the best in the world at what they do!

OUR WORLD NEEDS MORE CANADA!

CANADIAN BREAKFAST - $35 MUSKOKA - $80 

CANADIANA L - $100 CANADIANA XL - $165

British Columbia

Alberta

Ontario

Quebec
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GOURMET COLLECTION

BAY ST - $325 

Decadent chocolates (30pcs)   
hand made in small batches
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GOURMET COLLECTION

LASTING IMPRESSION
Designed to make a

LOGO RIBBON  
ONE-TIME CHARGE OF $250 
3 WEEK LEAD TIME

CUSTOM CARDS 
$4 PER CARD 
24 UNIT MINIMUM

ADELAIDE L - $125 ADELAIDE XL - $150
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HOLIDAY COLLECTION

HOLIDAY 
COLLECTION

the

NOEL - $500 
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HOLIDAY COLLECTION

Our Holiday Collection is fantastically festive 

and sure to warm the hearts of your clients, 

prospects, employees, colleagues, family and 

friends across North America this holiday season. 

THERE’S A REASON 
IT’S CALLED THE 
MOST WONDERFUL 
TIME OF THE YEAR!

TARTAN S -  $55 

TARTAN XL - $150 

TARTAN M -  $85  

9” ROUND - $60 COOKIE JAR - $135
37 COOKIES WOODEN KEEPSAKE 80 COOKIES

SLEIGH - $160

NOEL - $500 

All butter, hand-made generations- 

old, Scottish family recipe. You have 

to taste these cookies!

BRAND  
SPOTLIGHT:
MARY MACLEOD'S
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HOLIDAY COLLECTION

TRUFFLE TOWER - $75CANTERBURY L - $100

CANTERBURY M - $75MISTLETOE - $40 

Keepsake 
Wooden
Nutcracker

150 truf f les   
 •  Caramel  
 •  Mint  
 •  Vanilla  
 •  Chocolate

SECRET SANTA - $25

There are moments every holiday season 
when we wish we had a gift on hand - whether 
for an office "Secret Santa", last minute 
party invitation, or for a friend who drops by 
unexpectedly. Prepare yourself by picking  
up a few of these beautiful chocolate 
arrangements. Always ready when needed!

HOLIDAY GIFTING  
FOR THE PREPARED!

Canada’s Leading Gift 

Service Company for  

over 35 years!

BASKITS
only at
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HOLIDAY COLLECTION

MERRY
BRIGHTand

EASTWOOD - $250 
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FOR HER COLLECTION

BELLE SPA - $65 MY OASIS - $75

LUXE SERENITY - $250

FOR HER
From work colleagues and clients to your mom, grandma, sisters, friends or “better” half, this 

collection is designed to make her feel truly appreciated and to let her know just how much you care.

#LADYBOSS - $100JUST BECAUSE - $55
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FOR HER COLLECTION

THE FINEST  
GIFTS JUST  
FOR HER!
Finding the perfect gift For Her is 

now easier, thanks to our team of 

designers who carefully curate  

these elegant and fun assortments.

It's our full-time job to make sure 

our customers are giving and 

receiving the best!

 

ME TIME & AMELIA - $325

ME TIME - $175AMELIA - $150

YOU ARE LOVED - $150 

SPA DAY - $125 

Based in Montreal,  

Quebec, Dot and Lil makes  

finely crafted, hand-made  

goods for the bath. Their 

Clark & James brand 

makes outstanding 

products for the home.

BRAND  
SPOTLIGHT:
DOT AND LIL

Draper James
 by Reese Witherspoon
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FLOWERSfaux

AUDREY & MY OASIS - $140ROSA & JUST BECAUSE - $95

AUDREY 
$65

ROSA 
$40

GRACE  
$75

ELIZABETH 
$85

ELLE 
$350

COCO 
$100

DIANA 
$200

AMELIA 
$150

MARILYN 
$250

Imagine having flowers that always look fresh!

FOR HER COLLECTION
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HAPPY  
BIRTHDAY  

TO YOU!

At Baskits, we appreciate how 

challenging it can be to find the 

perfect birthday gift - especially 

for that person who has it all! So 

we created a line of gifts sure to 

brighten anyone’s special day and to 

show the recipient you are thinking 

of them - regardless of their age!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY S - $40HAPPY BIRTHDAY M - $70

HAPPY BIRTHDAY  L - $100 

WE DELIVER
SAME-DAY
IN THE GTA

JANUARY TO NOVEMBER

Canada’s Leading Gift 

Service Company for  

over 35 years!

BASKITS
only at

BIRTHDAY COLLECTION
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FOR HIM COLLECTION

FOR HIM
Our new For Him collection has something unique for every 
kind of man. Whether you’re seeking the perfect gift for a golf 
lover, grill master, distinguished rogue or refined gentleman, 
we have just the gift to get him bragging at the water cooler!

PERFECT GENTLEMAN- $250

OH, SO DAPPER - $55 LUMBERJACK - $150PERFECT SCORE - $85 GTA ONLY

GTA ONLY
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#GUYSTUFF - $65 JUST FOR YOU - $40

FOR HIM COLLECTION

We’ve assembled a playful collection of gifts for any budget or occasion. This collection  

includes on-trend grooming products, socks and the finest sweet and savoury items.

GIFTS to CAPTURE his ATTENTION

BBQ SIZZLER - $100 ALL ABOUT HIM - $150

Lego Cuff links

Met al  
Grill  
Basket
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BABY COLLECTION

BUNNY - $275

BABYthe

Based in London 

England, Jellycat  

is known as the 

world’s premier 

plush toy company.

BRAND  
SPOTLIGHT:
JELLYCAT
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BABY COLLECTION

COLLECTION

Our Baby Collection is designed by moms who are passionate about the latest trends in baby gifting. From adorable outfits 
and cozy blankets to premium plush toys and all natural wash, each item has been carefully selected and tested by us.

NEUTRAL - $110GIRL - $110 BOY - $110

BUNDLE OF JOY An adorable knit toy, cozy cotton cable knit blanket (Size: 30"x 40"), lotion & wash and muslin onesie by Aiden & 

Anais. All beautifully presented in a classic white rope basket sure to be enjoyed for years to come!

DESIGNED by MOMS for MOMS

NEUTRAL - $75GIRL - $75BOY - $75

PIPSQUEAK A soft and cuddly Jellycat bunny, 100% cotton cable knit hat and sweater (size: up to 12 months) and 'So' all natural 

bath wash - all beautifully presented in a keepsake heart paperboard container sure to compliment any nursery.
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BABY COLLECTION

When it comes to baby gifts, how do you stand out and give something truly special? Personalized gifting is a 

great way to create an instant bond between the child and the gift while also impressing the parents.

LUXE BATHROBE - $65 BASHFUL BUNNY PERSONALIZED BLANKET - $55

S – 1 to 4 years | max 10 letters 

M – 5 to 9 years | max 10 letters

Grey, Blue or Pink 

100% cotton cable knit | Size: 30" x 40"

S - $45 | max 6 letters | 12" 

M - $55 | max 8 letters | 14"

MUNCHKIN - $250

BOX ONLY - $125  
Available in modern white  
or traditional pine

PERSONALIZED GIFTS
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BABY COLLECTION

STEP UP S - $100 STEP UP L - $125 STEP UP BDAY - $135
Dimensions 12” x 9” x 8”
max 8 letters

Dimensions 14” x 9” x 8”
max 11 letters

Dimensions 14” x 9” x 8”
max 11 letters

HANDCRAFTED STEP STOOLS
Children will feel special and grown up with these exclusive personalized puzzle step stools.

Handmade to order, prep time: 17 days. Available in pastel or primary colours.

SWEATER & HAT - $45

SWEATER , HAT &  
BLANKET - $90

BLANKET- $45

Grey, Blue or Pink 
Size: up to 12 months

Grey, Blue or Pink 
Size: 30" x 40"

Grey, Blue or Pink

Canada’s Leading Gift 

Service Company for  

over 35 years!

BASKITS
only at
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BABY COLLECTION

BABY LUXE - $450

introducing 100% pure

CASHMERE GIFTS

We interviewed 100  

new moms about 

their favourite baby 

gifts. Overwhelmingly, 

we heard that they 

appreciated luxurious 

items they would not 

buy for themselves. So, 

we worked with a group 

of them to design the 

ultimate in luxurious 

baby gifts.

100% PURE  
CASHMERE

BLANKET (Size: 30" x 40") - $150 

HAT & SWEATER (Size: up to 12 months) - $150 

BLANKET, SWEATER & HAT - $300

Canada’s Leading Gift 

Service Company for  

over 35 years!

BASKITS
only at
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COOL DUDE - $200 LITTLE LADY - $200

At Baskits, we understand how challenging it can be to find the perfect baby gift. So, we created a line of modern baby gifts filled 
with the latest and greatest. Just enough luxury to get their attention, but not too over the top. Designed by moms for moms.

MY FIRST LIBRARY - $100 MY LITTLE BUNNY - $150 BABY BEAR - $150

Our modern line of Baby gifts come 
in a beautiful hand-tied gift box and 
ecofriendly reusable bag. Perfect for 
discerning, stylish new parents!

BABY COLLECTION

Designed by Baskits Inc.
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KIDS COLLECTION

F
O
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Do you ever feel like kids’ events and birthday parties pop up out of nowhere? We’ve assembled the cutest gifts to 
make shopping for kids a breeze! From modern toys to classic games and storybooks, visit baskits.com to see it all.

BOX OF JOKES - $65 

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE - $65 PAPER BAG PRINCESS - $55CURIOUS GEORGE - $80 

Canada’s Leading Gift 

Service Company for  

over 35 years!

BASKITS
only at
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BABY COLLECTION

The sweetest gifts for the new dynamic duo! No matter the combination of neutrals, pinks and/or  
blues, our gifts for twins are carefully curated to deliver twice the joy and best wishes. 

TWINS? TWINS!

TWINS

SIBLING GIFTS

Two of everything! The coziest plush bunnies from Jellycat, the softest muslin onesies from Aiden & Anais and 100% cotton 

cable knit baby blankets (Size: 30" x 40"). All beautifully displayed in a handy, neutral container, perfect for nursery storage.

A thoughtful gift to send to big brother and/or sister! These cute Baskits come with a stylish "Big Brother" or  

"Big Sister" certificate, a plush toy doll and an interactive story book: perfect for bonding and making memories.

BIG BROTHER - $35 BIG SISTER - $35 

BOY/GIRL - $175 BOYS - $175 GIRLS - $175 NEUTRAL - $175
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HOUSE WARMING COLLECTION

HOUSE WARMING
This Collection is filled with unique and thoughtful gifts for all of life’s 
important milestones and moments. Perfect for new home owners, 
party hosts, condo closings and so much more.  These warm and 
elegant gifts are an unrivaled expression of your care and  
respect, and a wonderful way to send your best wishes.

HOME AT LAST - $110 

Hand 
poured 
candle
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HOUSE WARMING COLLECTION

BREAKFAST COMFORTS - $85

Based in Toronto, Ontario, 

Hatch Specialty Coffee 

Roasters is the real deal, 

partnering directly with coffee 

growers for direct trade.

BRAND  
SPOTLIGHT:
HATCH 

COFFEE, TEA & TREATS - $100 JUST TEA & ME S - $45 ART OF CHOCOLATE - $110

•  Immune Defence Tea  

•  Uplifting mug & tea filters  

•  'Thoughts' notebook 

•  Sticky notes and pencil  

•  Batiste dry shampoo  

•  Bizarre Facts quiz game  

•  Matzo Ball Soup kit  

    - “penicillin in a bowl”!

DECONSTRUCTED

GET WELL  
BASKIT

GET WELL- $100 

Canada’s Leading Gift 

Service Company for  

over 35 years!

BASKITS
only at
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SPECIAL DIETARY

FRESH FRUIT

We have something for everyone in our Special Dietary collection. From gluten free and 

vegan, to nut free and Kosher. Visit baskits.com for more options.

Surprise them with a beautiful keepsake container filled with the freshest fruit. Perfect for 

get well, condolences, and so much more. Visit baskits.com for more options.

HOUSE WARMING COLLECTION

GOODBYE GLUTEN - $85

APPLE A DAY - $45

TROPICAL OASIS - $100

SIMPLY FRUIT - $55

ROYAL FRUIT BASKET - $150

FRUIT & TREATS - $85

ULTIMATE FRUIT BASKET - $200

VEGAN - $125 KOSHER L - $100
S - $45 | M - $75 | XL - $175
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CELEBRATION COLLECTION

le
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Nurture important relationships and leave lasting impressions by having the finest delivered to their door. From  
weddings and engagements to anniversaries and other celebrations, these gifts are sure to surprise and delight.

CELEBRATION WITH  
CHAMPAGNE - $150 
2x 200ml

GTA ONLY

GTA ONLYAlso available in MR/MR and MRS/MRS
MARITAL BLISS - $125 HANGOVER HELPER - $125

Canada’s Leading Gift 

Service Company for  

over 35 years!

BASKITS
only at



East 1410 Warden Ave, M1R 5A3

West 30 Dorchester Ave, M8Z 4W3

Midtown 2 St.Clair St. E, M4T 2T5

Downtown 66 Wellington St. W, PATH

TORONTO STORES

Toll Free 1.800.561.9177

Call Centre 416.755.1100

orders@baskits.com

largeorders@baskits.com

help@baskits.com

CONTACT US CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

Please order before:

WEST

EAST

CENTRAL

CANADA

Dec.12

Dec.13

Dec.16

USA

Dec.9

Dec.11

Dec.12

VISIT US

www.baskits.com @baskitsinc

We reserve the right to make 

substitutions of equal or greater 

value as required to ensure the 

timely delivery of your gifts while 

aiming to exceed your expectations.

For over 35 years, Baskits has been trusted by the who's who across Canada and the US to manage their personal and professional gifting needs.  

Why? Because at Baskits we understand that our customers are entrusting us with their reputations, and we take that responsibility seriously.  

It's why we select quality items from top brands to create thoughtfully assembled and beautifully presented gifts. It's also why we provide  

timely delivery and exceptional service. After all, sending a gift from Baskits delivers a message almost as important as the gift itself!

Canada & 

USA

ship across

featured in


